
 
 

"The only impossible journey is the one you never
begin ."~ Tony Robbins

Here are a few of our latest opportunities to help
you strengthen your connection within yourself,
your community and your creator.

Are you ready to take the next step on your journey?
Then perhaps Integrated Energy Therapy is just

what you've been waiting for!

Join us for your introduction into the world of
IET and "get the issues out of your

tissues...for good!"

IET can help identify and release deeply suppressed
feelings from the core cellular memory map. Clears
energy blocks that limit your health, life purpose,

prosperity and creativity. Empowers you to experience
fulfilling loving relationships in all areas of your life.

Helps you discover and live your soul's mission in life.
Provides gentle yet powerful support and enables

healing for survivors of childhood traumas.
Supports self healing at all levels physical, emotional,

mental, and spiritual.. Increases your connections with
your angels to help them help you in your life.

Basic IET Training & Certification
Saturday, May 25th 9am-4pm

Basic Level: works at the 1st (physical) and 2nd (emotional) pair of the 12 Strand DNA and provides students with
the ability to clear physical and emotional energy blockages from the cellular memory and leave in their place
positive physical and emotional energy imprints.

Description: Even though we call this class “basic level” this class provides you with everything you need to do a
powerful Integrated Energy Therapy® session on yourself or on another person (either in person or absentee).
This class has been designed to be a wonderful entry level class for those students wanting to use energy therapy
to heal their lives, an ideal class or students wanting to begin an energy therapy practice, and it provides a
wonderful complement to other holistic techniques such as Massage, Reiki, and Therapeutic Touch.
Basic Attunement: You will receive a special Basic Level “energy attunement” that will permanently open
your energy field to the power of Integrated Energy Therapy® Basic level ray. Our Basic Level attunement
expands, realigns, and restructures the 1st pair physical) and 2nd pair (emotional) of your 12 Strand DNA. Once
attuned to the Basic Level IET Ray, you will have the ability to clear cellular memory of physical and emotional
blockages.

 

Intermediate Level IET Certification



Sunday May 26, 9am-4pm

Intermediate works at the 3rd (mental) and 4th (karmic) pair of the 12
Strand DNA and provides students with the ability to clear physical,

emotional, mental, and karmic energy imprints from the human energy field
and leave in their place positive energy imprints.

Prerequisites: Completion of the Integrated Energy Therapy ® Basic Level
class is required for attendance at this class.

Description: This class is the next step in our Integrated Energy

Therapy® training system and it builds on all of the knowledge and
techniques learned in our Basic Level training. Our Intermediate Level

training expands upon both the depth and the breadth of the Basic Level
techniques through the Intermediate Attunement (which opens you to clear

mental and karmic imprints) and through the special Integrated Energy

Therapy® pullout-release technique that lets you clear imprints from the
human energy field. Only IET Master-Instructors are authorized to teach

this class.

Intermediate Attunement: You will receive a special Intermediate Level “energy attunement” that will further

open your energy field to the power of Integrated Energy Therapy Intermediate Level ray. Our Intermediate Level
attunement expands, realigns, and restructures the 3rd pair (mental) and 4th pair (karmic) of your 12 Strand
DNA. Once attuned to the Intermediate Level IET Ray, you will have the ability to pull physical, emotional,

mental, and karmic energy imprints out of the human energy field.

Clearing The Human Energy Field: You will learn the special Integrated Energy Therapy ® pullout-release
technique that will turn your hands into “energy magnets” that will allow you to easily attract and clear harmful
energy imprints from the human energy field. This will allow you to clear even more difficult energy blockages.

As part of this training, you will also be taught to feel and interpret energy blockages and identify the level
(physical, emotional, mental, or karmic) that the energy blockages occur. You will also learn the special “pink

bubble technique” that will further accelerate the clearing process.

Class Materials: You will receive a fully illustrated 26 page Integrated Energy Therapy ® Intermediate Level

Guide and an official Integrated Energy Therapy® Intermediate Level Certificate.

Reiki Training Certification!
Sunday May 5, 9am-3pm

I am looking forward to helping you take the first step to becoming
a Certified Reiki Practitioner and begin YOUR newest journey or
take the next step of your journey in becoming the Master healer
you were born to be.

Please do not let finances stop you from becoming the YOU you
CAN be! Reach out to us privately. We will help you work
something out.

Reiki 1 &2 are about learning energy, your part in it, understanding it, how to feel/use it and how
to help share it with others.

 
Usui Tibetan Master/Teacher Certification Class

Saturday, June 22, 9am-3pm

An intimate and inward journey between you and the universe
that absolutely

WILL change you on the most profound levels.
Your own healing, learning, growing will continue

and you cannot help but change.
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